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THE COST OF SLAG
CUTTING THROUGH
THE BUILDUP
Cutting Through the Buildup:
the time and money associated with
managing slag is often mistaken as
an unavoidable cost in laser cutting
operations. but once you realize the
full impact that slag has on your laser
cutting process, there are ways to cut
costs… by cutting through the slag.

Figure 2. This electric slat cleaner uses t wo serrated tools that
move up and down while oscillating as they pass over the slag.
They scrape each side of the slat, clearing the hardened material.
On flatbed laser machines with a pallet changer, the slag can be
removed without losing any production time by clearing the slag
from one table while the laser is in operation.

hen a laser is used to cut flat sheet metal, molten material
called slag is produced as a byproduct of the thermal cutting
process. As the laser moves away from the cutting site, this slag begins to
cool, harden and solidify on the slats that support the material. Depending
on the frequency that the laser cutting machine is used, slag buildup may
quickly become a significant and costly problem for the fabricator.
Mistakenly, many attribute the time and money associated with
managing the slag an unavoidable cost of operating a laser cutting
machine. However, with a few quick considerations, manufacturers
can realize the full impact slag has on the laser cutting process and
how to cut costs by cutting through the slag.

Another consideration is that not all slag is created equal. Since slag is
a byproduct of the cut, the assist gas and the type of material processed
by the laser will impact the composition and properties of the slag.
For example, when cutting aluminum with oxygen as the assist gas, the
slag will form as aluminum oxide. This is a remarkably hard compound
which can be extremely difficult for fabricators to remove from the support
slats. If oxygen is used to cut steel, the slag will appear as iron oxide
(rust) and a different set of challenges arise. When laser cutting stainless
steel after mild steel, or simply if the stainless rests on steel slats, a change
in the composition of stainless steel may occur. This can be especially
problematic for parts destined for the food service or medical industries.
As the slag builds over time, new problems plague production. The heat
produced by the laser will reheat slag that had deposited on slats from previous jobs. Burnt partials produced from this process may adhere to the bottom of the work piece, ruining the part. In addition, significant slag buildup
will prevent the sheet from lying flat against the cutting table. Although many
high-tech laser machines can adjust for inconsistencies in the material, the
misalignment may decrease the accuracy of the cut. The combination of
these and other factors can add up to thousands of dollars lost.

The “dirt” on slag

Cutting through clutter
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Slats not only support the sheet metal on the laser’s cutting table, they
also provide space for the molten material as it is expelled from the sheet
metal. As the slag continues to deposit on the slats, space is reduced
and the ejection of the molten material is hindered. If the molten material
accumulates on the support slats, several issues arise (see Figure 1).
Since the molten material has no space to go, the part will weld
back into place and the cut may be lost. The parts may also appear
burnt or discolored and require a secondary process to restore an
acceptable edge. The “kick back” or spatter from the cut may deposit
on the parts, resulting in scrap. Or, the spatter could contaminate the
laser lens, reducing cut quality or damaging the lenses or cutting head.

Figure 1. If slag accumulates on the support slats, the molten
material has no space to go and the part will weld back into
place, meaning the cut may be lost or parts may appear burnt or
discolored and require a secondar y process to restore an acceptable
edge. The “kick back” or spatter from the cut may deposit on the
parts, resulting in scrap. Spatter could also contaminate the laser
lens, reducing cut qualit y or damaging the lenses or cutting head.
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To address these issues, manufacturers will periodically replace the support
slats on a laser table. Based on the machine’s table size and the machine
tool manufacturer, a laser table typically requires between six and nine
sheets of steel for complete slat replacement. Depending on production
rate, the assist gas used, and the materials processed, it may be necessary to replace the slats several times per year for a single laser machine.
With multiple machines, cutting and replacing the support slats
quickly becomes a very expensive procedure, especially considering
the rising costs of sheet metal. More importantly, the task means a
substantial loss of revenue. Cutting new slats keeps the machine from
cutting customer parts, and replacing slats consumes the operator’s
time while the machine sits completely unproductive.
As an alternative, many fabricators reduce the frequency of total slat
replacement by periodically cleaning the slats. Laser operators tend to
hammer the slag from the support slats to clear the buildup, or use a clawtype tool to pry away the hardened material, while others use an air chisel.
These solutions save on the cost of new slats, but are time consuming and
physically demanding, especially on the hands and wrists of the operator.
Since there is no way to control where the slag will fly when struck
by the hammer, the process is difficult, dangerous and potentially
destructive. As a result, many managers meet resistance from employees when the task is assigned. When the job is put off, the slag continues to build and the situation becomes more problematic for the shop.
A more cost-effective alternative is to maintain the slats by removing the
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Table 1. Calculating the Payback on a Slat Cleaning Tool.
Reviewing the number of sheets used bet ween slat replacement
enables you to calculate the total price of slat replacement,
including the cost of material for new slats, labor and revenue
loss, and the frequency the task is performed. Then multiply this
price by the number of laser cutting machines in your shop.

slag with a specially designed electric power tool (see Figure 2). The slat
cleaner features two serrated tools which move up and down while oscillating as they pass over the slag. The tool scrapes each side of the slat, clearing
the hardened material. As with any power tool, there is an initial investment,
yet fabricators find the savings quickly surpass the cost of purchase. On
flatbed laser machines with a pallet changer, the operator can even remove
the slag without losing any production time by clearing the slag from one
table while the laser is in operation. The slats are cleared with minimal time
and effort. If maintained frequently, the process is simple and routine.
While manufacturers constantly strive to minimize their costs per part,
they often overlook the value of managing slag. Take time to calculate the
total price of slat replacement, including the cost of material for new slats,
labor and revenue loss, the frequency the task is performed (see Table
1). Then multiply it by the number of laser cutting machines in your shop.
By understanding these values, you will begin to see the true cost
of slag build-up. Decide the most cost-effective way to manage it and
focus on making it a part of routine maintenance. You will be surprised
at the impact it has on your operating costs.
Tony Mirisola is the product manager for power tools for TRUMPF Inc.,
Farmington Industrial Park, Farmington, CT 06032, 860-255-6000,
Fax: 860-255-6421, tony.mirisola@us.trumpf.com, www.us.trumpf.com.

Pallet Size

5 x 10

5 x 10

5 x 10

Work Center Cost (Per Hour)

$75.00

$75.00

$75.00

1.5

1.5

1.5

Installation Labor Cost
(Per Hour)

$25.00

$25.00

$25.00

Machine Revenue Rate
(Per Hour)

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

0.125

0.125

0.125

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

1

2

3

Every
3 months

Every
2 months

Every
4 months

Sheets Required

10

9

8

Time To Cut Slats (In Hours)

3.0

2.5

2.0

Yearly Material Cost Of Slat
Replacement

$5,094.00

$13,753.80

$9,169.20

Yearly Cost To Produce
And Install Slats

$1,050.00

$2,700.00

$1,687.50

Yearly Revenue Loss Due
To Slat Replacement

$1,800.00

$4,800.00

$3,150.00

Current Total Annual Cost

$7,944.00

$21,253.00

$14,006.70

Annual Savings, By
Changing Every Third Interval

$5,296.00

$14,169.00

$9,337.80

Length Of Time For Slat Cleaner
Payback

13 months

5 months

7 months

Time To Install New Slats
(In Hours)

Slat Thickness
Material Cost (Per Pound)
Number Of Machines
Slat Change Interval

Sawing Made Simple.
Incredibly Accurate.

Visit us at
Booth #S-2713

It All Starts With a Cut.
At HYDMECH we recognize the
importance of accuracy in each and
every cut that you make.
This is why many HYDMECH automatic
band saws feature a repeatability
accuracy of +/- .005” per shuttle
stroke.
This precision means you can trust
your HYDMECH saw to cut right the first
time, allowing your material to flow
smoothly onto the next stage of the
fabrication process.

View video and specifications online at:

www.hydmech.com
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